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Goal & Context

Challenges

Goal: To automatically match a query audio with its music

Why query by Singing/Humming using F0 contour doesn't work?
- Jingju has two main modes: Xipi (西皮), erhuang (二黄), which

score.
Automatic jingju (Beijing opera 京剧) singing evaluation:
- It is based on the tutor-trainee imitation, oral teaching.
- It requires the segmentation of singing phrase into syllable
units, which can be guided by the music score.

defines the basic melodic (F0) contours.
- Singing phrases sharing mode are likely to have similar F0
contours (Fig. 1) ➜ we cannot distinguish them by F0!
We propose to use other information than the F0:

phonetic and duration information from the score, the
lyrics and the audio annotations.
Fig 1. An example of two
singing phrases sharing Xipi
(西皮) mode having similar
F0 contours.

Hidden Markov Model based approach
System diagram
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Absolute phoneme duration are estimated by the
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music score syllable durations and the phoneme
durations of the audio.

Acoustic model -- a single layer Convolutional neural
network, outputs the observation probabilities.
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(1)

(2)
Phoneme duration distrubtion is modelled by Gaussian --

Matching -- Sorting the posterior probabilities of the

State occupancy distribution of each phoneme state in the

lyrics paths. Duration is modelled in (1) hidden semi-

matching network.

Markov model or (2) post-processor modelling.

Experiments

Results

Audio dataset [1]
- Dan (young woman): 42 recordings, 325 phrases, 7 singers
- Laosheng (old man): 32 recordings, 247 phrases, 7 singers
- Hierarchical boundary annotations: Phrase, syllable, phoneme
Score dataset
- Dan: 435 phrases
- Laosheng: 481 phrases

Acoustic models

CNNs -- Proposed single layer convolutional neural network
DNNs -- Fully-connected neural network
GMMs -- 40 components Gaussian mixture models

Matching

Performance metrics
Acoustic models: classification accuracy - 32 classes
Matching, Query by Singing/Humming metrics:
- Top-M hit rate, percentage of the queries < M
- Mean Reciprocal Rank (MRR)

[1] https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.780559
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Code: https://github.com/ronggong/jingjuSingingPhraseMatching/tree/v0.1.0

